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1. Introduction.-Some time ago I discovered a sequence of functionals'
that is the correspondent in function space2 of Weyl's projective curvature
tensor in n dimensions.3 Since then, I have succeeded in finding a se-
quence of non-tensor functionals4 with the property that each functional
of the sequence remains unaltered under an arbitrary projective functional
transformation' of the functional affine connection. It is the object of
this note to outline briefly the results obtained in the above studies. A
detailed presentation with proofs as well as an account of numerous
results and theorems that flow out of the ideas and methods of the present
note is reserved for a series of papers to be published elsewhere.
2. Projective Functional Transformations of Functional Affine Con-
nections.-Let rap [y], M$a [y], N [y], P' [y] be the functionals of an arbitrary
symmetric functional affine connection.2 The most general projective func-
tional transformation of such a functional affine connection is given by
'ri'[y] = ri [y], 'M,[yJ = Ma[y] (1)
'Na[y] = NM[y] + ,a[y], ,PiLy] = pi ,f
where jp,[y] is an arbitrary covariant functional vector. More generally,
the projective functional transformation of an asymmetric functional
affine connection is determined by
[y] = r y[y], 'M[y] = [y , 'S[y] = S[yi + paY' (2)
't4,s= Q 'Ta][y] = Ti[y] + (P y], 'pi'[y] = p [y
where p.a Ly] is again an arbitrary covariant functional vector and
r.= /2(Li + Lea ), Sza = '/2(Na + Oa) (3
Qsa= '/2(LVa - La), Ta
-
/2(N -
The functionals Q [y] and Ta [y] are the two distinct functionals of
the torsion functional tensor. Incidentally in this connection we state
the theorem that
2Jk e XkUi + Tkui (tilk -e_ ) (4)
is an absolute cubic functional form in the contravariant functional vectors
{'[y], i7'[y] and in the covariant functional vector ui [yJ.
3. The Analogue of Weyl's Tensor in Function Space.-Consider now
a symmetric functional affine connection.2 Let
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B's [y], C!aB[Y ] DaB [yl] a [y], Pa [Y ]
stand for the five distinct functionals of the functional curvature tensor.2
Define now a sequence of five other functionals
eat3zY]y1 oaB l[Yz])al[Y ]s e [Y ]w Wa [
by
Zs IV(y] = B'4 [y]
H1y] = CGf y]
Vap [y I = Das [Y] b-aJ s [y ]d f(5
EaY] = Ea - b ± afE I[y]d
Fa[y] = Fa[y].
Tbis new sequence of five functionals can be considered as the five distinct
functional coefficients of a quartic functional form2 Q [%, t, ¢, u] in the
contravariant functional vectors ' [y], V'[y], r'[y] and covariant functional
vector u, [y], with symmetry conditions
Qt,v, r, u] = -Q[, r, , u]
Q[ t,it,7,u, +Q[O, t,p I, u] +Q[n,I ,u8] =°J04
Consequently the functionals <, (p, aZ,, &, a' are the functionals
of a functional tensor of rank four, covariant of rank three and contra-
variant- of rank one, with symmetry conditions that are easily obtained
from (6). But, what is more important for the purpose of this paper is
that this same sequence of functionals possesses the remarkable property
that each functional of the sequence is an invariant functional of the four
functionals ri,I Ma, NA$,', P' and their first functional derivatives under
the infinite group of projective functional transformations (1). The set
of functionals , . a.., will be said to constitute the projective curva-
ture tensor in function space.
4. Projective Functional Connections.-From an asymmetric2 functional
connection LV,,, Ma; NIa, O°i Pi it is possible to form the sequence of
functionals X,, ;4 , Pv',oV , ir* defined by
X = La4, ea' =Ar$a, Va = ATs- bifb }Nd (7)
Oa = Oa, r = Pi.
Each functional of this sequence is invariant under the infinite group
determined by (2).
In particular, if we specialize our work and consider a symmetric func-
tional connection r1a, Ma, Na, pi, each member of the sequence of func-
tionals Vy,4.,V$, 7' defined by
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<,,a= ra,Il, = Ma, ' =P N - b a N:dO7= (8)
will have the property of rem ng unaltered under the group (1). Be-
cause of this property, the fouifunctionals defined by (8) will be said to
constitute a projective functional connection5 (symmetric-as distinguished
from the asymmetric case (7)). I find that the law of transformation of
the projective functional connection is given by
i,Y(i) Y7k+ Y,k Y,ik Y,i Yyk(i/jy ) Y,:k Y, (1/k,y()
I i (i) (k) U k)+
+ 'Yjk jY. kY + 'Yjij,Y Y,k + Y,k YIj k, (k) +- f Ti () k i r i (k)
+ Iwjj,Y~ Y,k + 1k Y,j kY + Ia Y,Yk P(Yk V'k) YJ k,Y
+ (1 - (J+U) + - ) jy(j) yk + (v - ,(k)) y ys
(i,Y 1s + Y,a 14 = j - i (p/iy,) -ykj (k ) ye
+ l,j QSy(i)2 (9)
tys
.= ;y -$w J'(i/e,yr) ewj da
+ s ij,y;y(i) + v ,y() y.j
I -i) s _. -a zey(fb
+
=,y()2 + U(yi9))
5. Concluding Remarks.-If in the projective transformation of a given
symmetric functional connection r$, M,$, N$, P$, we choose the func-
tional vector sP[y] as
1 =b(Pa ly I b-b- a N.a o (10)
we obtain a unique normal functional connection,5 'r, 'M, 'N, 'P, for an
arbitrarily given functional coordinate system 9, with the property
fb
y N-a da = O. (11)
For a projective functional parameter5 p along a functional geodesic
p = k {f eb b-afLf Na a ]d }ds, (12)
we have the theorem that a projective functional parameter p deter-
mined by yS is an affine functional parameter for the normal functional
connection determined by y'.
Finally, a large number of theorems have been proved by me in con-
nection with a theory of projective normal coordinates in function space
and a theory of hybrid projective functional tensors under algebro-func-
tional groups of the type
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x=x+F[y'fl
Yi fi jr-azu
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Although our algebra and analysis is from the very nature of our subject different
from those existent in differential geometries in a finite number of dimensions, I have
emphasized as much as possible the many analogies that exist by a suitable choice of
notation and terminology. A point in question is the projective connection and pro-
jective parameter of Tracy Yerkes Thomas, whose brilliant work on a projective theory
of n-dimensional affinely connected manifolds (Math. Zeitschrift, 25 (1926), 723-733)
together with the notable work of 0. Veblen (these PROCEgDINGS, 14 (1928), pp. 154-
166) and many others on the same subject has opened up beautiful vistas for the mathe-
matician. For a masterly account of some of these n-dimensional researches as well
as for references to the important work of Weyl, Cartan, and Schouten, the reader is
referred to L. P. Eisenhart's colloquium lectures on "Non-Riemannian Geometry,"
Amer. Math. Soc., New York, 1927.
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Let G represent any non-abelian group of order g which admits an
automorphism under which more than half the operators correspond to
their inverses. All such automorphisms must be of order 2 since in the
square thereof more than half of the operators of G correspond to them-
selves and hence all of these operators have then this property. Let H
represent one of the largest subgroups of G which satisfy the condition
that each of their operators corresponds to its inverse under the given
automorphism of G. It is known thatH is abelian and that if s represents
any operator of G which corresponds to its inverse under this automorphism
but is not found in H then the number of operators which correspond to
their inverses in the co-set of G with respect toH which involves s is exactly
equal to the number of operators in H which are commutative with s.
Moreover, every co-set of G with respect to H must involve at least one
operator which corresponds to its inverse in this automorphism.
The special case when H is of index 2 is comparatively simple. In
this case the number of operators which correspond to their inverses
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